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eResearch Corporation is pleased to provide a commentary courtesy of Urban Carmel of 
The Fat Pitch. 

Detailed information on The Fat Pitch is provided at the end of the article. However, a 
brief overview is provided immediately below, with the article beginning on the next page. 
 

WHAT IS THE FAT PITCH? 
 

Specifically, the Fat Pitch on this site refers to two situations. 
 
First: A Fat Pitch comes at a market turning point.  
Second: The Fat Pitch is a favorable investing environment. 
  

Objectives 

The objective of The Fat Pitch is to provide a structured, quantitative, and empirical 
methodology for evaluating the state of the market. At any point in time, there are a variety of 
factors pulling on the market. We want to determine the relative importance of each factor in 
order to answer two questions: 
 
(1) In which direction should we be investing in the market?  
(2) Are tailwinds behind this direction or are headwinds picking up? 
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February 23, 2018 
 

Weekly Market Summary 
 
Summary: S&P sales grew 9% over the past year, the best growth in 6 years. Earnings rose 23%, 
the best growth in 7 years. Profit margins expanded to a new all-time high of 10.8%. Overall, 
corporate results in the fourth quarter were very good. Earnings during 2017, in fact, rose as 
much as the SPX index itself. 

The outlook for 2018 appears to also be strong. "Baseline" economic growth is about 4%-5%. 
The dollar is depreciating, which could add another 3 percentage points to growth. The new tax 
reform law, passed in late 2017, is expected to add another 7 percentage points. Finally, rising oil 
prices are a tailwind for the energy sector. As a consequence, the consensus expects earnings to 
grow 18% this year. 

Where critics have a valid point is valuation: even excluding energy, the S&P is now more highly 
valued than anytime outside of the late 1990s. With profit margins already at new highs, it will 
likely take excessive bullishness among investors to propel equity price appreciation faster than 
earnings over the next few years. 

Bearish pundits continue to repeat several misconceptions. In truth, 90% of the growth in 
earnings in the S&P over the past 8 years has come from better profits, not share "buybacks." 
The S&P's price appreciation has been primarily driven by better earnings (60%) not higher 
valuations (the remaining 40%). The trend in "operating earnings" is the same as those based on 
GAAP. 

* * * 

86% of the companies in the S&P 500 have released their fourth quarter (4Q17) financial 
reports. The headline numbers are very good. Here are the details: 
 

Sales 
 
Overall quarterly sales are 9% higher than a year ago. This is the best sales growth in 6 years 
(since 2011). On a trailing 12-month basis (TTM), sales are 7% higher yoy (all financial data in 
this post is from S&P).  
 
 
 

<continued> 
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Two dates are called out on the chart above and those that follow. Recall that oil prices peaked at 
the end of 2Q14 and then fell 70% before bottoming at the end of 2015 and early 2016. The 
negative affect on overall S&P sales (above) and the energy sector alone (below) is apparent. 
 

 
 
 

https://2.bp.blogspot.com/-BvEVVUD47Y4/Wo3ivUcXBkI/AAAAAAAAm8s/OnxIeSzcwGwjV-MWuPoehTTsI_-awCfoACLcBGAs/s1600/sales%253Ash.png
https://1.bp.blogspot.com/-Y2xAPTyMV2Q/Wo3kR3mbM6I/AAAAAAAAm84/G6DgYWNT1O02uAJ7zL-3bizngq5to0CywCLcBGAs/s1600/energy%2Bsales%253Ash.png
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Since the oil peak in 2Q14, energy sector sales have declined 32%; despite this, overall S&P sales 
are now 12% higher (far right column). Importantly, most of the other sectors have continued to 
grow. In the past year, the sectors with the highest weighting in the S&P have grown an average 
of 9% (box in middle column) and since 2Q14, their sales have grown an average of 26%. 
 

 
 
 
Excluding the volatile energy sector, sales for the remainder of the S&P have continued to trend 
higher at about the same rate over the past 7 years (blue line; from Yardeni). 
 

 
 
Some of the volatility in sales outside of energy is due to significant changes in the value of the 
US dollar over the past 4 years. Companies in the S&P derive about half of their sales from 
outside of the US. When the dollar rises in value, the value of sales earned abroad (in foreign 
currency) falls. If foreign sales grow 5% but the dollar gains 5% against other currencies, then 
sales growth will be zero in dollar terms. 

https://3.bp.blogspot.com/-Ty2Wfnx_C0c/Wo3mK_gEhUI/AAAAAAAAm9E/0yPSXeSsfikH9CjP72_gfyHdTvunpe48wCLcBGAs/s1600/Sector%2Bsales.png
https://4.bp.blogspot.com/-D6rkeusmb38/Wox4IWqHORI/AAAAAAAAm7M/0P53Hn8exmg4qFumvvab1r1gy-_E3Lz3gCLcBGAs/s1600/revenues.png
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The trade-weighted dollar appreciated by a massive 25% between 3Q14 and 2Q15.  The dollar's 
appreciation alone cut S&P sales by more than 10 percentage points. As an example, the chart 
below compares changes in the dollar (blue line; inverted) with growth in S&P sales (red line). A 
higher dollar corresponds with lower sales, and vice versa (from Yardeni). 
 

 
 
 
Importantly, the dollar has since become a tailwind of sales. In the past year (thru 4Q17), the 
dollar depreciated by 4%; this accounts for about 2 percentage points of the growth in 
corporate sales. For the current quarter (1Q18), the dollar is on track for another 6% 
depreciation. 
 

Earnings and Margins 
 
Overall quarterly EPS (operating-basis) is now at a new high. It is 23% higher than a year 
ago on a quarterly-basis and 18% higher on a trailing 12-month basis (TTM). Earnings growth is 
the strongest in 7 years.  
 
 
 

<continued> 
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Again, note the impact of oil price on earnings: EPS peaked with high oil prices in 2Q14 and 
then bottomed near the low in oil prices at the end of 2015. The new high in total EPS comes 
with energy sector EPS at a quarter of its level in 2014. 

 

 
 
<continued> 

 

https://1.bp.blogspot.com/-CuB0zlS2Uwc/Wo8mvgfpI7I/AAAAAAAAnAk/0s2S-8ChBFMqAb8fhWwrBQ5wFEtIyzvJwCLcBGAs/s1600/EPS%2Boperating.png
https://1.bp.blogspot.com/-El4RgyMlKCw/Wo3r5KA0cZI/AAAAAAAAm9c/W9nfageDp1UffclAfw51S4iMikLUS3gKQCLcBGAs/s1600/Energy%2Bprofits.png
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Likewise, overall profit margins peaked at 10.1% in 2Q14, fell to 8% at the end of 2015 and have 
since rebounded to new highs of 10.5% in 4Q17. 

 
 
 
For most sectors, margins remained relatively stable between 2Q14 and 1Q17 (blue line). In the 
past 3 quarters, non-energy margins have expanded to 11.2%, a significant new high. 
 

 
 

https://4.bp.blogspot.com/-GFkghwD7OLU/Wo3xxjQ2j7I/AAAAAAAAm-A/I1_FUUg-MvYBEOv4Ydlmf33Bk6UzfsLKQCLcBGAs/s1600/Margins%2B2.png
https://1.bp.blogspot.com/-wJAB-1OsAAY/Wo3v569P0xI/AAAAAAAAm90/8L7GGWUtmO0SPW_L_3z4nEbGzx72bF2vQCLcBGAs/s1600/Margins%2Bex-energy.png
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Most of the largest sectors have done well, but none so much as technology, where margins have 
shot up from 18% to 24% in the past year. This sector disproportionately benefits from a weaker 
dollar. 
 

 
 
 
The energy sector remains the big outlier, where margins have fallen from a high of 9% to just 
3% in the most recent quarter (red line). 
 

 

https://1.bp.blogspot.com/-HEGbLMPoQD4/Wo3z-tMv9zI/AAAAAAAAm-U/tShnb67B-dAxbeG841qj5xL840meGLANQCLcBGAs/s1600/Margins%2Btech.png
https://2.bp.blogspot.com/-JvmyNk6fKGA/Wo3x9RoS8TI/AAAAAAAAm-E/qOcEeLTZUC0JhsZ9iBW0e7MnRSjOy-CFgCLcBGAs/s1600/Margins%2Benergy.png
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Growth Outlook for 2018 
 
Looking ahead, the consensus expects earnings growth of 18% and sales growth of 7% in 2018 
(from FactSet). There are four considerations with a strong bearing on forward sales and 
earnings. 
 
First, as a baseline, it is reasonable to assume that corporate (non-energy) sales growth will be 
largely similar to the nominal economic growth rate of 4-5%, excluding currency effects 
(numbers below are real; from the OECD). 
 

 
 
 
 

<continued> 
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Second, the dollar has weakened over the past two years, tracking a depreciation of 6% yoy for 
1Q18. That means that currency effects are a tailwind to growth; with half of corporate sales 
coming from abroad, the weaker dollar could add another 3 percentage points to growth. In 
other words, 4-5% baseline growth could become 7-8% if the dollar weakens 6% for the year 
(second chart from JPM). 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

<continued> 

  

https://1.bp.blogspot.com/-ojdp9IntfyI/Wox0KB8_zDI/AAAAAAAAm6o/I1uNXd8mzIg-5Xo1sBqGJMA7_7pg_xQ1gCLcBGAs/s1600/USD.png
https://4.bp.blogspot.com/-ctDm2buKHv0/WoxvQK1gzAI/AAAAAAAAm6E/_Byk1yQPJ-UJKoD313LxcciakVnBJJ2rQCLcBGAs/s1600/USD%2Bon%2BEPS.png
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Third, the price of oil is tracking a healthy 15% yoy gain, meaning the energy sector should 
continue to be a tailwind to overall corporate sales and EPS growth. 
 

 
 
 
Importantly, the overall dollar level of energy EPS is now less than a third of its prior level, 
meaning the energy sector has greatly reduced impact on overall EPS relative to 2014 (from 
JPM). 
 

 
 
 
As we have seen, the direct impact of oil prices on the energy sector is far more significant than 
any ancillary effects on other sectors. As an example, consider this: the price of oil fell from over 
$100 to under $50 between mid-2013 and mid-2016 but non-energy sector operating margins 
were 10% in both instances. 
 

https://1.bp.blogspot.com/-d7UuJV6k2zc/Wox1MsDgcSI/AAAAAAAAm60/06PdRqlUz7Qz9tqEmqacaOL6LbT8JrMfACLcBGAs/s1600/WTIC.png
https://1.bp.blogspot.com/-qTKYkPpFcL8/Woxv4XSJZDI/AAAAAAAAm6Q/Vk3DO-n56_wK6btCX8YjXpxMmLKQoOKMACLcBGAs/s1600/energy%2Beps.png
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Finally, perhaps the biggest wild card for 2018 is corporate tax cuts. Analysts estimate that these 
could add 7 percentage points to growth, meaning baseline growth of 4-5% could jump to 11-
12%. 
 
The tax cut is a one-off adjustment probably applicable only to 2018. Why? US corporations are 
not capital constrained; they have abundant cash and access to low cost debt and equity. 
Moreover, corporations have been making fixed capital investments and have ample slack 
capacity (utilization is only 77%). Over the past 3 decades, rising corporate profitability (blue 
line) has had no positive affect on new investments (red line; from the FT). Net, there is not 
much reason to expect the tax cut to permanently raise growth rates. 
 

 
 
 

Valuation 
 
Corporate growth appears to be attractive in 2018. This should be a tailwind for equities in 2018. 
 
However, where bearish pundits have a valid point is valuation. Even excluding the energy 
sector, valuations were rich at the end of 2014 and are even more so today.  
 
These valuations are higher than in mid-2007, when the prior bull market ended, and the 
highest since 1997-2002 (from Yardeni). 
 

https://1.bp.blogspot.com/-Vw6pxkYjR0o/Wo4AiHt1dNI/AAAAAAAAm-k/Ykk90JYgBGUFCK705Cyt8y0QAUZbCTssgCLcBGAs/s1600/capx%2Band%2Bprofits.png
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Part of the reason for the increase in valuations is corporate profitability. Margins have reached 
successive new highs with each economic cycle over the past 23 years: they are now more 
100bp higher than in 2007, and that peak was more than 100bp higher than in 2000. It is 
objectively impossible to know when or at what level margins will peak for this cycle. It's a 
reasonable guess that further upside is probably limited (from Yardeni). 
 

 
 

https://4.bp.blogspot.com/-sEgBWV3Tm2Y/WoxukmRfB1I/AAAAAAAAm58/48G14m-2uVEnfLuSPF0VDzaCCebG7nKBQCLcBGAs/s1600/ex%2Benergy%2BPE.png
https://1.bp.blogspot.com/-LX6n6IDyeAc/WoxtjMII_nI/AAAAAAAAm5w/vgpTo53UeCA9RBQhBooV89EiCdlUkXmGwCLcBGAs/s1600/margins.png
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With profit margins already at new highs, it will likely take excessive bullishness among 
investors to propel S&P price appreciation at a faster annual clip than corporate growth. Why? 
 
When investors become bullish (blue line), valuations rise (red line). Investors had been 
pessimistic in early 2016; they are now very optimistic once again. If oil prices and the dollar 
flatten, earnings growth may be 10% yoy (including 6% from the tax cuts), so it will take higher 
valuations to push equity market appreciation higher. At this point, valuations are a headwind 
to longer term equity returns (from Yardeni). 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

<continued> 

  

https://1.bp.blogspot.com/-QARKIfjNRFg/Woxsg7NN-TI/AAAAAAAAm5k/xwPQ0jXOEzoRgGNNxD1B1HrLtYc76yT0QCLcBGAs/s1600/II%2Bbull%253Abear%2Band%2BPE.png
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Importantly, valuations have almost no bearing on the market's 1-year forward return (left side). 
But over the longer term, current valuations suggest that low single digit annual returns are 
odds-on (right side; from JP Morgan). 
 

 
 
 

Common Misconceptions 
 
Finally, let's address some common misconceptions that are regularly cited with respect to stock 
prices and corporate fundamentals. 
 
First, companies have been accused of inflating their financial reports through corporate 
buybacks. In reality, however, 90% of the growth in earnings in the S&P over the past 8 years 
has come from better profits, not a reduction in shares. Better profits drive growth, not 
"financial engineering." 

https://3.bp.blogspot.com/-IK1TYW1kTzc/Woxo-LLTgtI/AAAAAAAAm5Y/dnEJhp6PjRw39E7p2YorgbxlKtcV5fgAgCLcBGAs/s1600/fwd%2BPE.png
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<continued> 
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In fact, the impact of share reduction has declined over the past two years as the difference 
between EPS and profits has narrowed. 
 

 
 
Second, equity prices are said to have far outpaced earnings during this bull market. In 
fact, better profits accounts for about 54% of the appreciation in the S&P over the past 8 years. 
Of course valuations have also risen - that is a feature of every bull market, as investors 
transition from pessimism to optimism - but this has been a smaller contributor.  In 
comparison, 75% of the gain in the S&P between 1982-2000 was derived from a valuation 
increase (that data from Barry Ritholtz). 
 

 

https://www.bloomberg.com/view/articles/2017-10-27/how-to-tell-the-bulls-from-the-bears
https://2.bp.blogspot.com/-E3nDvibmZs0/Wo4H1bzfjaI/AAAAAAAAm-8/xABd5BGvDL8g9BxH1YhEdVHpSoyOZTrZgCLcBGAs/s1600/EPS%2Band%2Bprofit.png
https://3.bp.blogspot.com/-sIXRtnXFQsg/Wo4IlocFVhI/AAAAAAAAm_I/ka8ZnTEqtgQbihziO_BuWfH4HDHyOohkACLcBGAs/s1600/source%2Bof%2Bgrowth%2B2.png
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Even over the past 2 years (since 4Q15), during which time the S&P has risen about 31%, better 
earnings have accounted for 65% of price appreciation. Higher valuations contributed 24% of 
the index's return and share reduction the remaining 11%. 
 
Third, financial reports are said to be fake. This complaint has been a feature of every bull 
market since at least the 1990s. In truth, the trend in GAAP earnings (red line) is the same as 
"operating earnings" (blue line). 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

<continued> 
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It is accurate to say that operating earnings somewhat overstate and smooth profits compared 
earnings based on GAAP, but that is not new. In fact, the difference between operating and 
GAAP earnings in the past 25 years has been a median of 10% and the recent history has been no 
different. Operating earnings overstated profits by much more in the 1990s and earlier in the 
current bull market. The biggest differences have always been during bear markets. 
 

 
 
 
The last two charts show a larger than normal discrepancy between "operating earnings" and 
those based on GAAP in 4Q17. This is entirely due to the new tax reform law passed by Congress 
in late 2017.  This impacted GAAP earnings in two adverse ways: 
 
A reduction in the corporate tax rate reduces the value of prior year losses used to offset future 
year profits (termed "deferred tax assets"). To take one example, Citigroup, which incurred great 
losses during the financial crisis, had to take a one-time non-cash charge of $22 billion in 4Q17. 
This is a rare case where non-GAAP numbers are more meaningful. Read more here. 
 
The new "territorial" tax law requires a one-time "toll tax" on foreign income previously earned 
abroad. This tax has to be paid over the next 8 years. This only adversely impacts companies 
that had planned to keep their profits offshore forever (like American Express); companies that 
had already accounted for repatriating the money will end up doing so at a lower rate and thus 
generate an accounting profit (like Apple). Read more here. 
 
A basic sanity check on financial reports is to ask whether they are largely congruent with recent 
economic data. The answer at this point is that they are. 
 
 

https://www.bloomberg.com/view/articles/2018-01-17/if-everyone-loses-money-together-it-s-fine
https://www.bloomberg.com/view/articles/2018-01-19/imaginary-taxes-can-have-real-consequences
https://3.bp.blogspot.com/-sDuKgMd3ApQ/Wo4LzpZjdbI/AAAAAAAAm_c/XuqmwjX0yxMuJNDpCWstIqS-S9fXo77IwCLcBGAs/s1600/gap.png
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Jobless claims, for example, are at a 45-year low, and the trend down has not abated as it 
normally does ahead of a recession (first chart below). More people working drives consumption 
higher. US demand growth, measured any number of different ways, has been about 4-5% 
nominal yoy during the past three years (second chart below). There has been no marked 
deterioration in domestic consumption. In fact, new home sales reached a 10-year high in 
November. Under these conditions, continued growth in corporate sales should be expected. 
 

 
 
 

 
 
In summary, corporate results in the fourth quarter were very good. S&P sales grew 9% over the 
past year, the best growth in 6 years. Earnings rose 23%, the best growth in 7 years. Profit 
margins expanded to a new all-time high of 10.8%.  
 
The outlook for 2018 appears to be strong. "Baseline" economic growth is about 4%-5%. The 
dollar is depreciating, which could add another 3% to growth. The new tax reform law, passed in 
late 2017, is expected to add another 7%. Finally, rising oil prices are a tailwind for the energy 
sector. As a consequence, the consensus expects earnings to grow 18% this year. 
 
Where critics have a valid point is valuation: even excluding energy, the S&P is now more highly 
valued than anytime outside of the late 1990s. It will likely take excessive bullishness among 
investors to propel equity price appreciation faster than earnings over the next few years. 

BW: Information on Mr. Urban Carmel and his blog, The Fat Pitch, follows on 

the ensuing page.  

https://3.bp.blogspot.com/-H5D2OfNlx5A/Wox7KxaCI5I/AAAAAAAAm7g/sidB61Si9G0EZIYlThGaEBKWH_gdQGNUwCLcBGAs/s1600/ue%2Bclaims%2B12.15.22%2BPM.png
https://1.bp.blogspot.com/-d4Edk2Vtt54/Wox73sm4i6I/AAAAAAAAm7s/Hkwcdie3tuAA-XAGawcmrJcTs-nzRgMoQCLcBGAs/s1600/PCE.png
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WHAT IS THE FAT PITCH? 
 

In baseball, a fat pitch is a hittable ball. The odds are in your favor. You might miss, but it is a 
situation where you should take a swing of the bat. If you swing at good pitches and avoid the 
crappy ones, you improve your OBP. Once on base, it becomes a running game. 

The stock market serves a lot of curve balls. Now and then there comes a Fat Pitch, your odds-on 
opportunity to swing the bat. So, get on base and then manage your base-runners. 
 

Specifically, the Fat Pitch on this site refers to two situations. 

First: A Fat Pitch comes at a market turning point. It is an identifiable and quantifiable 
capitulation point where sellers or buyers have become exhausted and panic or euphoria is at an 
extreme. The Fat Pitch here is measured by a combination of (in no particular order): put-
call, Trin, NYMO, sentiment, fund cash balances, major accumulation or distribution, volume, 
price relative to Bollinger bands, volatility, and consecutive days in a row in one direction. 
Swinging the bat without popping up is the hardest part. 

Second: The Fat Pitch is a favorable investing environment. Old hands talk about there 
being only a few good times each year to be involved in the market. The remainder are 
unprofitable. I think this is correct. The Weekly Market Summary is intended to help discern 
when it is favorable to be long (or short) and when it is best to work on improving your French. 
 
Every day, week, and year is a learning experience. The purpose of this site is to help refine what 
constitutes a Fat Pitch. Like baseball, you have to continue to work on your swing. 

 

Our Objectives 
 

The objective of the Fat Pitch is to provide a structured, quantitative, and empirical 
methodology for evaluating the state of the market. At any point in time, there are a variety of 
factors pulling on the market. We want to determine the relative importance of each factor in 
order to answer two questions: 

1. In which direction should we be investing in the market?  

2. Are tailwinds behind this direction or are headwinds picking up? 
 

Every Friday we publish a Weekly Market Summary with green, yellow, and red lights on it. 
Green is good and red is bad. Everything on this site is in support of this market summary.  

The little tabs across the top of the site (trend, breadth, etc.) mirror the different factors we 
follow to monitor the market. There is nothing here that does not fit with the methodology.  

Anytime you want to understand why a factor is red or green, click on the tab and read the 
accompanying analyses. To the fullest extent possible, we quantify and use empirics to 
determine the state of every factor. 
 

The Fat Pitch is authored by Urban Carmel, see below. 
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